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Abstract
We investigate the group H of denable homomorphisms between two denable abelian
groups A and B, in an o-minimal structure N. We prove the existence of a \large", denable
subgroup of H. If H contains an innite denable set of homomorphisms then some denable
subgroup of B (equivalently, a denable quotient of A) admits a denable multiplication, making
it into a eld. As we show, all of this can be carried out not only in the underlying structure N
but also in any structure denable in N. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [3, 4] it was shown that given an innite denable group G in an o-minimal
structure, either G has an innite normal abelian subgroup, or no such group exists
and then an innite eld is interpretable in the structure hG; i. In the latter case,
G is called semisimple. Stronger results where proved there when G was assumed to
be semisimple and centerless.
The motivating problem for the current work was to nd a necessary and sucient
condition on a group G in an o-minimal structure so that an innite eld can be
interpreted in the structure G= hG; i. It is not dicult to see that one such neces-
sary condition is that G is not abelian-by-nite. One corollary of our work here (see
Corollary 5.1) is that this condition is also sucient.
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We continue here the point of view taken in [5], by which the category of denable
sets which we investigate is taken with respect to a structureM which is itself denable
in an o-minimal structure N. Namely, the underlying universe of M as well as all its
atomic formulas are denable sets in N. Of course, any o-minimal structure is itself
such an M, but M could also be a stable structure (e.g. an algebraically closed eld of
characteristic zero). We handle these structures uniformly, ignoring the stable { unstable
dichotomy.
We return to the problem of interpreting a eld in G. By the earlier remarks, the
problem is reduced to the case where G has an innite normal abelian group A. Since
Z(CG(A)) is denable in G, we may assume that A is denable in G. If A is not
central (and G=A not nite) one can view G as a uniformly denable innite set of
automorphisms of the abelian group A. The theorem below, restated and proved as
Theorem 4.4, allows us to interpret a eld in this case.
Theorem 1.1. Let N be an o-minimal structure; M a denable structure in N; and
let A; B be denable abelian groups in M. Assume that in M one can dene an
innite set of homomorphisms from A into B. Then an innite eld is denable in
M; its additive group is denably isomorphic; in M; to an M-denable subgroup of
B and a quotient of M-denable subgroups of A.
The case where A is central is reduced to the case where G is nilpotent and is
handled again using the theorem above.
As Theorem 1.1 suggests, we are led to investigate here the (additive) group of
denable homomorphisms between two denable abelian groups. This group is not
denable in general, as a group of homomorphisms, but we prove here that a \large"
subgroup of this group is denable. Namely, we prove (see Theorem 3.6 for a more
detailed statement):
Theorem 1.2. LetN; M; A and B be as in Theorem 1.1; and let H be the (additive)
group of allM-denable homomorphisms from A into B. Then there is anM-denable
subgroup H of H such that everyN-denable subset of H is contained in the union
of nitely many cosets of H ((i.e.; H has bounded index in H).
Towards the end of the paper we give some applications of the above theorems to
denably compact groups.
A very important tool in the study of groups in a nite rank setting is what is known
as the Zilber's Indecomposability Theorem. This theorem implies that the subgroup
generated by a denable, \indecomposable" subset of a denable group is denable
as well. The lemma fails in the o-minimal context: Let R be a non-Archimedean real
closed eld, and let X be the interval [−1; 1]. The additive group generated by X is
clearly not denable in the language of real closed elds (nor in any other o-minimal
expansion).
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In order to handle this diculty we develop in Section 2 the notion of a
W
-denable
group. Roughly said, these are groups which are denable using an innite disjunction
of formulas. As we show, these groups share some important properties with denable
groups.
The methods and language that we use here are quite elementary. In particular, we do
not use the language of cohomology of groups even though a cohomological treatment
of these problems, restricted to the denable category, would probably be more elegant
and could provide us with important tools for future work. Recently, M. Edmundo [2]
has begun such a project for denable groups in o-minimal structures.
Preliminaries. We assume familiarity with the basics of o-minimality (for a reference,
see for example [1]). However, as we believe that some of the results (and possibly
techniques) can be generalized to some other geometric structures, we specify the
properties of o-minimal groups which we are using. These are mainly the following:
N is an o-minimal structure, G a group denable in N. The following two prop-
erties hold for G (as well as for any group of nite Morley rank):
(DCC) If hGn : n2Ni is a descending chain of denable subgroups of G then there is
n0 such that Gn=Gn0 for all n>n0 [7, 2.13].
(AB) If G is innite then it contains an innite denable abelian group [7, 2.15].
We make extensive use of the following property which does not hold, say, for
arbitrary groups of nite Morley rank, and can be seen as a zero characteristic phe-
nomenon.
(TOR) If G is innite and abelian then it has an unbounded exponent. In particular,
if N is @0-saturated then G has an element of innite order [8, 5.7].
Even though we work in a structure which is denable in N, and thus might not
carry a denable topology, we are going to make implicit use of the ambient topology
of N. We therefore will use the following property, which is a weak version of the
main result in [7] (2.5 there):
(TOP) If GNk then G admits a topology , with a uniformly N-denable basis,
such that hG; i is a topological group. Moreover, every g2G outside a set of small
dimension, has an open neighborhood U Nk such that U \G is -open and the
restriction of  to U \G agrees with the topology induced on U \G by Nk . (See
Proposition 2.2 for a proof of (TOP) when G is a
W
-denable group).
We suspect that at least for some of the results in this paper one could do away
with (TOP) and replace it by other assumptions of stability theory nature.
Since the theory of interpretable groups in o-minimal structures is not well developed
we need to add a technical assumption on N:
Every denable equivalence relation on a denable set has a denable set of rep-
resentatives. In particular; every group which is interpretable in N is denably iso-
morphic to a denable one. (This could be obtained for example if N expands an
ordered group.)
Note that by no means do we assume that the structure M has elimination of imagi-
naries.
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2.
W
-Denable groups
The denition below was rst introduced, in a less general setting, in [5].
Denition 2.1. Let N be an @1-saturated structure and let fXi: i2 Ig be a xed col-
lection of subsets of Nn, all denable over AN; jAj<@1. Assume that H=
S
Xi is
equipped with a binary map  so that hH; i is a group. H is called a W-denable
group (over A) if for every i; j2 I there is k 2 I such that Xi [Xj Xk and the restric-
tion of group multiplication to Xi  Xj is a denable function into Nn.
If H=
S
i2I Xi is a
W
-denable group as in the denition above and if N is
o-minimal, we denote by dimH the maximum dimension of the Xi's. We say that
g2H is generic in H over A if dim(g=A)= dim(H).
Remarks. (1) By saturation, if H is a
W
-denable group as above then for every
i; j2 I there are k1; : : : ; kn 2 I such that Xi Xj 
S
Xki . By denition, there is then k 2 I
such that Xi Xj Xk . Similarly, there is k 2 I such that X−1i Xk .
(2) A
W
-denable group H=
S
i2I Xi does not depend on its presentation, in the
following sense. IfH can be written also asH=
S
j2J Yj, where the Yj's are denable
over B, jBj<@1, then by the saturation of N and denition, every Yj is contained in
some Xi and vice versa. Given C an elementary extension of N, we denote by HC
the union of X Ci (which, as we just showed, does not depend on the choice of the
Xi's). HC is also a group and we still denote it by H (just as we do for denable
sets). If C is @1-saturated then HC is a
W
-denable group.
(3) The main reason for assuming saturation in the denition is (2) above. The
denition can be modied to work in any structure but then the group depends on
the choice of the formulas which dene it, in particular, when going to elementary
extensions.
A
W
-denable ring is dened similarly, where both multiplication and addition are
considered.
A canonical way to obtain a
W
-denable group is to take a denable set X in a
denable group and consider the subgroup H which is generated by X . In some cases
H lies inside a denable subgroup of the same dimension (e.g. if X is an open subset
of a denable subgroup in an o-minimal structure). However, this might not always
be the case: Let T be the two-dimensional topological torus, which is obtained by
modding out the additive group of R2 by the two-dimensional integral lattice (as is
pointed out in [6, Example 5.2], this process can be done denably, in hR;+; i). The
only denable subgroups are the closed ones, namely the ones obtained from a line of
a rational slope through the origin in R2. However, if one considers a small segment of
a line of an irrational slope through the origin, then this line projects onto a denable
subset of T which locally behaves like a subgroup of T . The subgroup of T which
is generated by this set is a
W
-denable subgroup of T which winds around T and
therefore is not contained in any denable subgroup of T of the same dimension.
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It turns out that
W
-denable subgroups of denable groups are the analogues of
virtual Lie groups which are subgroups of Lie groups. These arise naturally in Lie
Theory when obtaining a Lie group from a Lie Algebra.
We assume from now on that N is an @1-saturated o-minimal structure.
Innitesimal neighborhoods. As in [5], we will make use here of the notion of in-
nitesimals in o-minimal structures. We dene these as follows: Consider a xed ele-
mentary extensionN ofN which is jNj+-saturated. For a2Nk we let Va denote the
intersection of all N-denable open subsets of (N )k containing a; we call this the
innitesimal neighborhood of a. It is easy to verify that for all our purposes the prop-
erties of Va are independent of the choice of N. This terminology allows us to cut
down the number of quantiers we use.
Proposition 2.2. LetHNn be a W-denable group. Then there is inN a uniformly
denable family of subsets of H containing the identity element e; fVa: a2 Sg; and
a topology  on H such that fVa : a2 Sg is a basis for the -open neighborhoods
of e and hH; i is a topological group. Moreover; every generic h2H has an open
neighborhood U Nn such that U \H is -open and the topology which U \H
inherits from  agrees with the topology it inherits from Nn.  is the unique topology
with the above properties.
Proof. The uniqueness of  is clear since a basis of neighborhoods for generic points,
and therefore by translation for the identity element, is uniquely determined by the
assumptions. This is sucient to determine the topology of G.
We write H=
S
Xi and assume that all the Xi's are denable over the empty set.
Fix Xi of maximal dimension and a generic g in XNi . Fix also fWa: a2 Sg to be any
uniformly denable basis for the open neighborhoods of g (in the standard topology
on Nn). For every a2 S dene Ua=Wa \Xi and Va= g−1Ua. The family fVa : a2 Sg
is then a denable family of subsets of H all containing e. We now take as a basis
of open sets in H the collection fh Va : a2 S; h2Hg, and call this topology . It is
left to see that hH; i is a topological group.
First note that if g2Xj for some j then, by the maximality of dim Xi; g is generic
in Xj as well. It follows that for suciently small N-denable open neighborhood
U of g, we have U \Xi=U \Xj, and therefore Vg \Xi=Vg \Xj. Hence, Vg \Xi is
independent of our choice of Xi and equals Vg \H. The claim below implies that
 is also independent of our choice of g.
Claim 2.3. For every h generic in H; h−1(Vh \H)= g−1(Vg \H)= (Vh \H)h−1.
Proof. Take k generic in H over both g and h. Then (kg−1; g) is a generic pair in
HH. It follows that group multiplication is continuous at (kg−1; g), with respect to
the topology which Nn induces on H. Hence, kg−1(Vg \H)=Vk \H. Similarly, we
also have kh−1(Vh \H)=Vk \H, and hence g−1(Vg \H)= h−1(Vh \H).
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Now consider k(Vg \H)g−1. By continuity, this equals (Vkg \H)g−1, and again by
continuity, we get Vk \H, thus showing g−1(Vg \H) (Vg \H)g−1. By symmetry
we get equality, therefore proving the claim.
The claim implies that given a generic element h in H, its basis of neighborhoods
in the -topology is also a basis of neighborhoods in the topology which Nn induces
on H.
We now limit ourselves to the group H and so, to simplify notation, given any
h2H we write Vh(H) (or sometimes just Vh) to denote the set h  g−1(Vg \H).
When h is generic, the above claim shows that Vh is just the intersection of the
standard innitesimal neighborhood of h with H.
Claim 2.4. For every h2H; h(g−1Vg)= (g−1Vg)h.
Proof. By Claim 2.3, we may assume that g is generic over h and hence also gh. It
follows that the maps x 7! xh and x 7! xh−1 are continuous at g and gh, respectively
and therefore Vgh=Vgh. But then
h(g−1Vg)= h(h−1g−1Vgh)= g−1Vgh= g−1Vgh;
proving the claim.
In order to show that hH; i is indeed a topological group, it is sucient to prove
the following.
Claim 2.5. (i) Ve is a subgroup of H.
(ii) For every k; l2H; (Vk)(Vl)Vkl.
(iii) For every h2H; (Vh)−1Vh.
Proof. Take g; h to be independent generic in H. Then, Ve Ve= g−1Vgh−1Vh, which
by Claim 2.3 equals g−1VgVhh−1. But the last set equals g−1Vghh−1, and since gh is
generic over h we get g−1Vg which equals Ve.
To see (ii), we use Claim 2.4 and (i) to get
k(Vel)Ve= k(lVe)Ve= klVe;
which by denition equals Vkl.
To see (iii) we rst note that for every generic k 2H we have (Vk)−1Vk .
Given h2H, we take k to be generic in H over h. By previous remarks we have
(Vh)−1 = (k−1Vkh)−1 = (Vkh)−1k =Vh−1k−1k =Vh−1 :
Given a
W
-denable group H, it follows that there is a denable set X H such
that Ve(H) is a subset of X and hence multiplication on Ve(H) is given by a single
formula. For many purposes the set X will be as good as a denable group.
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Example. Let G be a denable group in an o-minimal structure. If S is a denable
subset of G then the subgroup H of G which is generated by S is a
W
-denable
subgroup of G. Moreover, as we will see below the topology induced on H by G is
the same as the -topology which we have dened above.
Lemma 2.6. Let HNn be a W-denable group and assume that H1 is a subgroup
of H which is
W
-denable as well. The following hold.
(i) The topology of H1 as a
W
-denable group agrees with the topology induced
on H1 by H.
(ii) If dimH1 = dimH then H1 is open in H.
(iii) H1 is closed in H.
Proof. (i) Let  and 1 be the topologies of H and H1, respectively, as
W
-denable
groups. We will use  to denote also the topology which H1 inherits from H. Let 0
be the standard topology on Nn.
We x h generic in H and let fh denote the map x 7! hx. fh is a homeomorphism
of hH; i onto itself and hence it sends H1 onto a -homeomorphic image in H.
By our denition of , there is an open set U Nn containing h such that U \H
is -open and the restriction of 0 to H\U agrees with . Since h−1(U \H) is a
-open subset of H containing e, it contains an element, call it h1, which is generic
in H1 over h. Again, by our construction, there is an Nn-open set W  h−1(U \H)
containing h1 such that 0 and 1 agree on H1 \W .
The restriction of fh to H1 \W is a denable injection into (hH1)\U . When
both sets are equipped with the standard topology 0, we can, by o-minimality, nd
an Nn-open set W1W such that fhj(H1 \W1) is a homeomorphic embedding of
hH1 \W1; 0i, (or equivalently hH1 \W1; 1i) into hU; 0i.
But then fhjH1 \W1 is a homeomorphic embedding of both hH1 \W1; i and
hH1 \W1; 1i into hNn; 0i. It follows that  and 1 induce the same topology on
H1 \W1. Since H1 \W1 is open in H1 with respect to both  and 1, the two
topologies agree on all of H1.
(ii) Assume now that dim H1 = dim H. If h is generic in H1 then it is generic in
H as well. There is then an Nn-open set U containing h such that U \H=U \H1,
thus H1 is open in H.
(iii) Let H1 =
S
j2J Yj. First note that by the saturation of N, if h is in the -
closure of H1 then it is in the closure of one of the Yj's. Therefore H1 =
S
Y j. It is
easy to verify then that the group H1 is a
W
-denable group of the same dimension
as H1.
By (ii), H1 is open in H1, but then the complement of H1 in H1 is open in H1
as well. This is impossible, hence H1 is closed.
Denition 2.7. Let H;K be
W
-denable groups, H=
S
Xi as above. A homomor-
phism  :H!K is called W-denable if each jXi is denable.
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Lemma 2.8. If  :H ! K is a W-denable homomorphism of W-denable groups
then
(i)  is continuous;
(ii) for every denable set S H the restriction of  to S is a denable map.
Proof. (i) Since  is
W
-denable its image (H)K is a W-denable subgroup of
K. By Lemma 2.6, the topology of (H) is the one induced from K therefore we
may assume that (H)=K, i.e. that  is surjective.
We can now nd h generic inH and k generic inK such that (h)= k. The topolo-
gies that H and K induce on neighborhoods of h and k, respectively, are the standard
topologies. Since h is generic,  is continuous at h. Since it is a homomorphism, it is
continuous on all of H.
(ii) By compactness, every denable subset S of H is contained in one of the Xi's
which dene H. By denition then, jS is denable.
Lemma 2.9. If R is a
W
-ring and  is the topology of hR;+i then ring multiplica-
tion is continuous with respect to ; namely  makes R into a topological ring. In
particular, V0 is a subring of R.
Proof. We use Lemma 2.8 to deduce that for every 2R, multiplication by  (on
either side) is continuous with respect to . We now nish as in Lemma 4.1 of [3]:
Fix 0; 0 independent generic in R. Given ; 2R we have
VV = (0 +V−0 )(0 +V−0 )
= 00 + 0V−0 +V−00 +V−0V−0
and as multiplication is continuous at (− 0; −0) we get (by the above remark on
left and right multiplication)
00 +V0−00 +V0−00 +V(−0)(−0):
By continuity of addition we get V.
Lemma 2.10. Let R be a
W
-denable ring and let I be a subgroup of hR;+i which
is denable and denably connected. If dim I = dimR then I is a left and right ideal
in R.
Proof. Given a2R, let I1 = fb2 I : ab2 Ig. Since I contains an open set around 0; I1
contains an open set around 0 as well and therefore I1 = I . Thus I is a left ideal of R
and similarly it is a right ideal.
Lemma 2.11. Assume that H is a
W
-denable torsion free abelian group. Then
V0(H) is divisible.
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Proof. Since H is torsion free and abelian the map x 7! nx is a homeomorphic em-
bedding of H into itself which is
W
-denable. It is therefore easy to see that it sends
V0 onto itself and thus V0 is divisible.
2.1. Connected
W
-denable groups
Our setting from now on is as follows. N is an o-minimal, @1-saturated structure,
M a structure which is denable in N.
We are mainly interested here in cases where M is an expansion of a group which
is denable in N. We use \M-denable" to mean \denable in M". We say that
H is a
W
-denable group in M if H can be written as a union of sets (as in the
denition of a
W
-denable group) all of which are denable in M, and such that all
the partial group multiplication functions are denable in M.
Denition 2.12. Let HMk be a W-denable group in M.
A set X H is called M-connected in H if there is no M-denable U Mk such
that U \X is a nonempty proper subset of X which is closed and open in the topology
induced on X by H.
Lemma 2.13. Let X be anM-denable open subset of a
W
-denable groupH inM.
Then X can be partitioned into nitely many M-denable sets; each M-connected
in H.
Proof. We rst show that X can be partitioned into nitely many N-denable sets,
each N-connected in H. We assume that X is denable over the empty set.
Let H=
S
i2I XiNn and let  be the topology we dene on H. Take g generic
in H and let Y = gX . Since Y and X are denably -homeomorphic, it is sucient to
see that Y can be partitioned in N into nitely many N-connected sets, with respect
to . Y is a denable subset of H hence, by compactness, there are Xi1 ; : : : ; Xik whose
union contains Y . By denition of
W
-denable group, Y Xj for some j2 I .
Given a generic h2Xj, there is an N-open set V Xj containing h such that the
topology induced on V by  is the same as the N-topology. Furthermore, the col-
lection of all h2Xj for which this is true is N-denable, call it T . The set T \Y is
N-denable and the restriction of  to T \Y agrees with the topology of Nn on T \Y .
By o-minimality, T \Y can be partitioned in N into nitely many N-denably con-
nected sets (where connectedness is taken with respect to the topologies on Nn and
H). It is left to see that dim(YnT )< dim Y .
For every h1 which is generic in X over g, the element gh1 is generic in Xj and
lies in Y . Hence, gh1 lies in T \Y . But then X ng−1(T \Y ) has smaller dimension
than X , and therefore dim(YnT )< dim Y . By induction, we can now partition YnT
into nitely many N-connected components with respect to . We showed then that
X can be partitioned in N into nitely many N-connected sets with respect to . Call
these sets C1; : : : ; Cr . We wish now to replace those sets with M-denable sets which
are M-connected in .
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If X is M-connected then we are done. Otherwise, it can be partitioned in M into
two M-denable nonempty clopen sets (in the topology which  induces on X ). Each
of these clopen sets is a union of some of the Ci's. We continue this way until we
partition X in M into nitely many M-denable sets, each M-connected with respect
to  and each a nite union of some of the Ci's.
Lemma 2.14. If H is a
W
-denable group in M then there is a
W
-denable in M
subgroup H0 of H which is M-connected and such that dimH0= dimH.
Proof. Let H=
S
i2I Xi. By the denition of a
W
-group we may assume that for
all Xi; Ve(H)Xi, and in particular, dim Xi= dimH. By Lemma 2.13, X can be
partitioned in M into nitely many M-connected components, with respect to H.
For each Xi we let X 0i be the M-connected component of Xi which contains e (and
therefore also Ve).
We claim that H0=
S
i2I X
0
i is a
W
-denable group. Indeed, given i; j2 I; Xi [Xj
Xk for some k 2 I , hence X 0i [X 0j Xk . But X 0i [X 0j is an M-connected set which
contains e, hence it must be contained in X 0k .
H0 is M-connected since every X 0i is M-connected and they all have a common
point e.
We point out that, unlike connected components of denable groups, H0 which was
dened above is not unique in any obvious sense. For example, let R1 be a non-
archimedean elementary extension of the real eld R and let R be the convex hull of
R in R1. Then R  R1, and R1  R are two
W
-denable subgroups of the additive
group of R21. Both are R1-connected and have dimension 2 but none is contained in
the other.
However, as the following lemma shows, a
W
-denable group has at most one
M-connected subgroup of full dimension which is denable.
Lemma 2.15. Let H be a
W
-denable group in N and let H be an M-denable
subgroup of H which has the same dimension as H. Then
(i) H has bounded index in H. I.e.; every N-denable subset of H intersects
only nitely many (left) cosets of H .
(ii) Assume that H is abelian and a2H. If hai; the group generated by a; is
contained in an N-denable set X then ha; H i is a denable nite extension
of H .
(iii) H contains any M-connected subgroup of H which is
W
-denable in M. In
particular; there is at most one such H which is M-connected.
Proof. (i) To see that H has bounded index, assume that there is an N-denable
X H which intersects innitely many cosets of H . Then the set X  H is an N-
denable subset of H of dimension greater than dimH , contradiction.
For (ii), since (X  H)=H is nite, the group ha; H i is a nite extension of H and
therefore denable.
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For (iii), note that by Lemma 2.6, H is closed and open in H. Since it is de-
nable in M it must contain any subgroup of H which is
W
-denable in M and
M-connected.
2.2.
W
-denable groups of homomorphisms
We are mainly interested in this paper with groups and rings of denable homomor-
phisms. The main tool we use here is property (TOR) via the following lemma.
Lemma 2.16. Assume that N is @0-saturated and let G be an N-denable group.
Then there are a1; : : : ; ak 2G; k6dimG + [G :G0]; such that the only N-denable
subgroup of G containing these elements is G. We call these elements generators
of G.
Proof. If G is not denably connected then generators for G can be taken as generators
for G0 together with a representative for every coset of G0. It is therefore sucient to
assume that G is denably connected.
By (AB) and (TOR) we can nd a1 2G of innite order. By (DCC) there is a
smallest denable subgroup G1 containing a1. Assume rst that for every a2G some
nite power of a belongs to G1 then, by compactness, there is k such that ak 2G1
for every a2G. The same holds when G1 is replaced by any conjugate of G1, and
therefore by the intersection, call it G2, of all conjugates of G1. G2 is a denable
normal subgroup of G such that G=G2 is a group of bounded exponent. Again by
(AB) and (TOR) G=G2 must be nite and therefore G2 is of nite index in G. By our
assumptions, G2 =G1 =G.
We may therefore assume that there is a2 2A such that an2 =2 A1 for every n. Let A2 be
the minimal denable subgroup of A containing a1; a2. We have 0<dim A1< dim A2.
Proceeding similarly we obtain a1; : : : ; ak 2A such that the only denable subgroup
containing them is A itself. The construction implies that k6dimG.
We immediately have the following.
Lemma 2.17. Let G be a denable group; with a xed set of k generators. Then every
denable homomorphism from G into another denable group H is determined by its
value at these generators. In particular; every denable family of homomorphisms
from G into H; is of dimension at most k.
Denition 2.18. Let G be a denable group. We say that H is a
W
-denable group
of automorphisms of G if H=
S
i2I Xi is
W
-denable, and for every i2 I there is a
formula i(x; y; z) such that i(x; y; h) denes a graph of an automorphism of G for
every h2Xi.
If A; B are denable abelian groups then a
W
-denable group of homomorphisms
from A to B is similarly dened.
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Proposition 2.19. Let G be an M-denable group. Then the group A of all auto-
morphisms of G which are denable in M forms a group which is
W
-denable in M.
Moreover; the action of A on G is continuous. If S is an M-denable subset of A
then the subgroup of A generated by S is
W
-denable in M.
Proof. Without loss of generality, G is dened over ; and innite. We rst claim that
every denable set of automorphisms of G is contained in a 0-denable set. Indeed, if
b is a xed parameter and (x; y; a0; b)^  (a0; b) denes a set X of automorphisms of
G as a0 varies, then the formula
(x; y; a0; b0)^  (a0; b0)^ `(x; y; a0; b0) denes an automorphism of G'
as a0; b0 varies, denes a 0-denable set of automorphisms containing X .
We x a1; : : : ; ak generators of G and assume that they are 0-denable. If ffd :d2Dg
is some uniformly M-denable family of automorphisms of G then the M-denable
map which sends d2D to (fd(a1); : : : ; fd(ak)) is a reparameterization of this family.
Hence, given a uniformly M-denable set S of automorphisms there is an M-denable
set X Gk and anM-denable bijection between X and S which to every d2X assigns
an automorphism fd in S. Since a1; : : : ; ak are generators of G, this reparameterization
depends only on the function fd and not on the formula dening it.
Given X1 and X2 M-denable sets of automorphisms as above the collection Y =
ffdfd0 : d2X1; d0 2X2g is again a uniformly M-denable family of automorphisms
of G and therefore we may assume that Y Gk . Clearly the composition map from
X1  X2 into Y is an M-denable map.
It is now easy to see then that the group A of all M-denable automorphisms of
G is a
W
-denable group in M. Using the same arguments it is immediate to see that
the subgroup of A generated by S is a
W
-denable group in M.
We now show that the natural action of A on G is a continuous map from AG,
equipped with the product topology, into G. If A is discrete then this follows from
the continuity of every denable automorphism of G. Assume that  and g are in A
and G, respectively. It is sucient to show that VVg is contained in V(g). Choose
0; g0 in A; G respectively, independent and generic over ; g then
VVg= −10 V0Vgg−10 g0
and since 0 and gg−10 are still independent generics then
V0Vgg−10
=V0(gg−10 ):
Since every denable automorphism of G is continuous we have get from the above
VVg=V(g):
Remark. If there is no innite M-denable set of automorphisms of G then A will
have at most jLj many elements and hence the topology dened above will be the
discrete topology. In this case Ve= feg.
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Proposition 2.20. Let A; B be M-denable abelian groups. Then the following hold:
(i) The additive group of all M-denable homomorphisms from A into B; H=
H(A; B); is a
W
-denable group; and the map which sends (; a)2H  A to
(a) is continuous.
(ii) H(A; B) is
W
-denably isomorphic to a
W
-denable subgroup of Bk for some
k. Given 2H(A; B); 2V0(H(A; B)) if and only if its image in Bk lies in
V0(Bk).
(iii) Let A1 be an M-denable subgroup of A. If 2V0(H(A; B)) then jA1 2V0
(H(A1; B)).
(iv) If C is another M-denable abelian group then the map (; ) 7!  from
H(A; B)H(B; C) into H(A; C) is continuous.
Proof. The proof of (i) is very similar to Proposition 2.19 and we omit it.
As for (ii), let a1; : : : ; ak be generators of A. The map  7! ((a1); : : : ; (ak)) is aW
-denable isomorphism of H(A; B) with a
W
-denable subgroup H0 of Bk . By 2.6,
H0 inherits the topology of Bk , therefore 2V0(H(A; B)) if and only if its image is
in V0(Bk).
It follows that 2H(A; B) is innitesimal if and only if (ai)2V0(B) for i=1; : : : ; k.
For (iii), assume that A1 is a denable subgroup of A. Then the generators of A
can be chosen to include generators of A1. It follows that if  is an innitesimal in
H(A; B) then jA1 is an innitesimal in H(A1; B).
For (iv), we note that the map (f; g) 7!f  g is a bilinear mapping from H(A; B)
H(B; C)!H(A; C). Since it is locally denable, it is continuous at any generic pair
(f; g). It follows that it is continuous at any point.
Remark. Let A; B and H(A; B) be as in the last proposition. It is easy to see that if
M1 is an elementary extension of M then H(A; B)M1 (see Remark (2) after Denition
2.1) is the group of all denable homomorphisms from A into B which are denable
in M1.
Lemma 2.21. Let A be an M-denable abelian group. Then the ring R of
M-denable endomorphisms of A forms a
W
-denable ring in M. The action of R
on A is continuous. If S is a denable subset of R then the subring of R generated
by S is also a
W
-denable -ring in M.
Proof. We can repeat the same argument as above but now with respect to both
composition and addition. We then use Lemma 2.9.
3. H(A; B) has a \large" denable subgroup
3.1. Preliminaries on abelian groups
We begin by stating an easy general fact.
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Fact 3.1. Let G be an abelian group and G1 a divisible subgroup of G. If g+G1 is
of order k in G=G1 then there is an element h2 g+ G1 of order k in G.
Remark. If A is M-denable and abelian then the minimal N-denable subgroup
of nite index is actually M-denable since it equals nA for some n. We denote it
by A0.
We obtain as a corollary.
Lemma 3.2. Let A be anN-denable abelian group. Then for every a2AnA0; a+A0
contains a torsion element. If BA is an N-denable subgroup and Tor(A)B then
A=B is torsion free; and hence B has no extensions of nite index in A.
Proof. Since A0 is divisible every coset of it contains a torsion element.
Let B be an N-denable subgroup of A containing all torsion points of A. Given
a2A, if na2B for some n, then there is k such that ka2B0. But B0 is divisible
therefore, some element in a + B0 has torsion and so lies in B. It follows that a2B.
We thus showed that A=B is torsion free.
Lemma 3.3. Let A; B be N-denable abelian groups.
(1) If B1; B2 are N-denable subgroups of B which are torsion free then B1 +B2 is
torsion free. If moreover; neither B1 nor B2 are contained in one another then
dim(B1 + B2)>maxfdim B1; dim B2g.
(2) If A is torsion free and  :A!B is an N-denable homomorphism then (A)
is torsion free.
Proof. To see (1), if n(b1 + b2)= 0 for bi 2Bi; i=1; 2, then nb1 2B1 \B2. Consider
the subgroup B3 of B1 which contains all b2B1 such that nb2B1 \B2. B1 \B2 has
nite index in B3. But B3 is torsion free, hence by Lemma 3.2, B3 =B1 \B2 and thus
b1 2B1 \B2. Similarly, b2 2B1 \B2 and hence b1 + b2 also lies there and cannot have
torsion.
By dimension considerations,
dim(B1 + B2)= dim B1 + dim B2 − dim(B1 \B2):
By Lemma 3.2, dim(B1 \B2)<minfdim B1; dim B2g, therefore we see that dim(B1 +
B2)>maxfdim B1; dim B2g.
To see (2), assume that n(a)= (na)= 0, for some a2A. Consider now the sub-
group A1 of A which consists of elements a0 2A such that na0 2 ker(). ker() is a
subgroup of nite index in A1; A is torsion free, therefore by Lemma 3.2, ker()=A1.
In particular, (a)= 0, therefore (A) is torsion free.
Lemma 3.4. Let A; B be N-denable abelian groups and let H be some
W
-denable
group of homomorphisms from A into B; dened over parameters in N .
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(1) If 2V0(H) then
(i) every torsion element of A lies in the kernel of ;
(ii) (A) is torsion free;
(iii) the group generated by all (A) as  varies over V0(H) is torsion free.
(2) The group in (iii) above can be obtained as a nite sum of (A)'s; for 2V0(H).
Moreover; it can be dened using parameters in N .
Proof. We may clearly assume that dimH(A; B)>0.
Let  be in V0(H) and let a be a torsion element of A. Since A is abelian, by
(TOR) a is algebraic over the parameters which dened A. It follows that a lies in
N and therefore, by Proposition 2.20(i), (a)2V0(B). On the other hand, (a) is a
torsion element of B therefore, again, must be algebraic and hence (a)= 0.
To see that (A) is torsion free we consider the map  that  induces on A=ker().
By (i), Tor(A) ker(), hence by Lemma 3.2, A=ker() is torsion free. By Lemma 3.3,
(A=ker())= (A) is torsion free.
Now, by Lemma 3.3(1), the sum of the (A)'s as  varies in V0(H) is torsion free.
For (2), since the dimension of B is nite, there is a nite sum
P
i i(A)=B1 which
equals the group generated by the (A)'s for 2V0(H). We now have a denable
group B1  B which is denable over parameters in the elementary extension N
(which is jN j+-saturated). However, every automorphism of N which leaves N xed
pointwise must leave V0(H) invariant, hence B1 is invariant, and so it can be dened
over N .
Lemma 3.5. Let A; B be N-denable abelian groups and assume that A is denably
connected. Then H(A; B); the group of N-denable homomorphisms; is torsion free.
Proof. We may clearly assume that A 6= f0g. Take any nonzero 2H(A; B). Since
dim(ker )< dim A we may choose a2Anker() suciently small so that (a) is a
nonzero innitesimal of B. But B is abelian therefore the innitesimals have no torsion,
hence n(a) 6= 0 for all n2N. It follows that n 6=0 in H(A; B) for all n2N.
3.2. Dening H(A; B)0
Our main theorem in this section is:
Theorem 3.6. Let A; B be abelian groups denable in M; say over ;; and let H(A; B)
be the group of all M-denable homomorphisms from A into B. Then there is a group
H of denable homomorphisms from A into B; which is denable in M such that
(i) dim(H) = dimH(A; B); every coset of H in H(A; B) is in acleq(;) (where acleq
is taken in the sense of M);
(ii) every
W
-denable subgroup of H(A; B) which is M-connected is contained in
H .
If A=B then H 0 is an ideal in the ring of denable endomorphisms of A.
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Before proving the theorem we claim that Theorem 3.6 implies Theorem 1.2, (where
the underlying structure was not assumed to be saturated). Indeed, let N1 be an
o-minimal structure, M1 denable in N1, and assume that A and B are as in
Theorem 1.2. Let N be an elementary extension of N1 which is @1-saturated, M
the corresponding extension of M1. We let H(A; B) be as above, and assume that
dim(H(A; B))= k. By our assumption on A and B in M1, k must be positive.
Assuming Theorem 3.6, there is in M a denable group of homomorphisms from
A into B whose dimension is k, and this fact carries down to M1. But in M1 there is
no denable set of homomorphisms from A into B whose dimension is greater than k
hence every denable set of such homomorphisms in M1 is contained in nitely many
cosets of H .
We prove the theorem via a series of lemmas. In the discussion below we consider
only M-denable homomorphisms.
Note that if H is a denable group of homomorphisms from A into B then H(A; B)
can be dened so as to contain H as one of its dening formulas and hence H is
denably embeddable in H(A; B).
Lemma 3.7. Let A; B be denable and abelian.
Assume that either H(A; A);H(B; B) or H(A; B) contains an isomorphism which
is innitesimal. Then H(A; B) is denable in M.
Proof. We x X a subset of H(A; A) containing V0(H(A; A)) which is denable
in M. We assume that V0(H(A; A)) contains an isomorphism. It follows that every
denable open neighborhood of 0 in H(A; A) contains an automorphism of A. We x
Y an N-denable open neighborhood of 0 in H(A; B).
Let
H = f−1: 2Y; 2X;  invertibleg:
H is a set of homomorphisms from A into B, which is denable over parameters in
M . We claim that H =H(A; B).
We let  be an arbitrary homomorphism in H(A; B). Then by our assumptions there
is an invertible 2H(A; A) suciently small so that 2X and 2Y . But then
=()−1 is in H .
This completes the proof in the case that H(A; A) contains an innitesimal automor-
phism of A. The case that H(B; B) contains an innitesimal automorphism  is almost
identical. We only replace elements of the form −1 with elements of the form −1.
Assume now that V0(H(A; B)) contains an isomorphism of A and B. Then there
are such isomorphisms in H(A; B) as close as we wish to 0. But then if we x an
isomorphism 2H(A; B) then we can nd another isomorphism 2H(A; B) such that
−1 is an innitesimal isomorphism inH(A; A). We can now apply the previous case.
We let from now on H=H(A; B). We need two easy lemmas.
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Lemma 3.8. Let A1 be an M-denable subgroup of A. Dene H1 to be the collection
of all 2H such that A1  ker . Then H0=H(A=A1; B) is
W
-denably isomorphic;
in M; to H1.
Proof. For every 2H0 and x 2 A we let h()(x)= (x+A1). The map h() a homo-
morphism from A into B whose kernel contains A1. h is a
W
-denable embedding ofH0
into H.
Lemma 3.9. Let B1 be an M-denable subgroup of B. Dene H1 to be the collection
of all 2H such that (A)  B1. Then H1 is
W
-denably isomorphic; in M; to
H0=H(A; B1).
We now return to the proof of the main theorem. We are going to prove the theorem
by induction on (dim A; dim B). We x N an elementary extension of N which is
jN j+-saturated and let M be the corresponding extension of M. All innitesimal
neighborhoods are taken with respect to N.
Let
A1 =
\
2V0(H)
ker():
By (DCC) A1 can be obtained as a nite intersection of ker(), where the 's are in
M. Since it is left invariant by every automorphism of N which xes N pointwise,
it can be dened using parameters in M . Let H1 be the collection of all elements in
H whose kernel contains A1. Clearly, dimH1 = dimH and by Lemma 3.8, we may
replace A by A=A1. By Lemma 3.4, this last group is torsion free.
Let
B1 =
X
2V0(H)
(A):
By Lemma 3.4, B1 is torsion free and denable in the structure M, using parameters
in M (rather than M). By Lemma 3.9, we may replace B by B1.
Putting the above arguments together we may assume:
(A) The group A is torsion free (in particular N-connected) and for every element
a2A there is 2V0(H) such that (a) 6=0.
(B) The group B is generated, as a group, by the (A)'s, as  varies over V0(H)).
It is torsion free.
By Lemma 3.7, we may also assume:
(C) V0(H) contains no isomorphism maps.
Lemma 3.10. Assume that H is a denable subgroup of H; dened over M; such
that dimH< dimH. Then there is a denable group S  H; dened over M and
containing H such that dimH< dim S.
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Proof. We may assume that H is connected and we x X an M-denable subset of
H which contains V0(H).
By the saturation of N (and hence M) and since dimH< dimH, we can nd in
M an element 2X nH such that hi  X . By (C), we may also nd such  which
is not an isomorphism of A and B. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: The kernel of  is nonzero. Let A1 = ker . By (A), A1 is innite. We dene
H1 to be the collection of all 2H such that A1  ker . H1 is a subgroup of H
which is
W
-denable in M. Again, by (A), H1 does not contain V0(H) and therefore
dimH1< dimH. By Lemma 3.8,H1 is
W
-denably isomorphic toH(A=A1; B), which
by induction has a denable subgroup H1 of the same dimension. We may assume that
H1 is denably connected.
We now apply Lemma 2.15(ii) to H1; H1 and . It follows that the subgroup of H1
generated by H1 and  is a nite extension of H1. But since H is torsion free (by
Lemma 3.5),  belongs H1. We can conclude now that dim(H1 + H)> dimH .
The group S =H1 + H has the necessary properties.
Case 2: (A) is a proper subgroup of B. This case is very similar to Case 1, with
assumption (B) replacing (A) and Lemma 3.9 replacing Lemma 3.8. We omit the
proof.
We therefore proved the lemma.
Using Lemma 3.10, we may proceed in dening subgroups of H(A; B) until we
obtain an M-denable group H such that dimH = dimH(A; B).
We claim that every coset of H is in acleq(;). By standard arguments, it is sucient
to show that every M-denable X  H intersects only nitely many cosets of H ,
which is just Lemma 2.15(i).
We thus proved part (i) of Theorem 3.6. Condition (ii) follows from 2.15(iii).
The last part of the theorem is immediate from Lemma 2.10, thus ending the proof
of Theorem 3.6.
We denote by H(A; B)0 the (unique) M-denable, M-connected subgroup of
H(A; B) of the same dimension. Note that by Lemma 2.15, ifH(A; B) isM-connected
then H(A; B)0 =H(A; B). Note also that by Lemma 3.4(1), the torsion elements of A
are contained in the kernel of every 2H(A; B)0.
Corollary 3.11. Let A; B be denable abelian groups in M and assume that A is
M-connected. Then there is a subgroup D of H(A; B) of bounded size; such that
H(A; B)=H(A; B)0D.
Proof. Let H =H(A; B)0. By Lemma 3.5, H(A; B) is torsion free and therefore (see
Fact 3.1) for every 2H(A; B)nH and n2N; n =2 H . We now take D to be a
maximal subgroup of H(A; B) whose intersection with H is trivial.
Corollary 3.12. Let A; B be denable abelian groups in M. Then H(A; B)0 and
H(A0; B)0 are denably isomorphic in M. In particular; H(A; B)0 is torsion free.
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Proof. Consider the restriction map  7! jA0 from H(A; B) into H(A0; B). It induces
a denable homomorphism from H(A; B)0 onto a denable M-connected subgroup of
H(A0; B), which, by Lemma 2.15(iii), must be contained in H(A0; B)0.
We now x a nite set F of representatives for the cosets of A0 in A. By
Lemma 3.2, we may choose them to be torsion elements. To see the injectivity of
the restriction map, take 1; 2 2H(A; B)0 such that 1jA0 = 2jA0. By the comment
preceding Corollary 3.11, 1(F)= 2(F)= f0g and therefore 1 = 2.
It is sucient now to show that dimH(A0; B)06dimH(A; B). We will do that
by showing that every 2H(A0; B)0 can be extended to a denable homomorphism
^ in H(A; B). Let ^(f + h)= (h). Even though F may not be a group this is a
homomorphism. Indeed, take f1; f2; f3 2F and h1;2; h3 2H such that
(f1 + h1) + (f2 + h2)=f3 + h3:
It follows that h1 +h2−h3 is a torsion element of A0 and therefore (h1 +h2−h3)= 0,
or
^(f1+h1+f2+h2)= ^(f3 + h3)= (h3)= (h1 + h2)= ^(f1 + h1) + ^(f2 + h2):
Since H(A; B)0 and H(A0; B)0 are isomorphic, we can conclude (see Lemma 3.5),
that H(A; B)0 is torsion free.
Example. Let A be the multiplicative group of C. We consider several structures in
which A can be dened, all denable in o-minimal structures, and examine H(A; A)
there. To keep the underlying assumptions of the paper, we assume that M is an
@1-saturated structure. (A is of course replaced then with its realization in M.)
MhC;+; i; H(A; A)=Z; H(A; A)0 = f0g;
MhR;+; i; H(A; A)=ZZ; H(A; A)0 = f0g;
MhR;+; ; xi2R; H(A; A)=ZR; H(A; A)0 = f0g;
MhR;+; ; exp(x)i; H(A; A)=ZRM; H(A; A)0 =RM;
where RM is the underlying eld of M.
4. Dening elds from a family of homomorphisms of abelian groups
We x N an elementary extension of N which is jN j+-saturated, and let M
be the corresponding extension of M. All innitesimal neighborhoods are taken with
respect to N.
Our mail tool for dening (or interpreting) elds is the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let R be a
W
-denable ring in M of positive dimension which is an
integral domain. Then the eld of fractions of R; call it F; is interpretable in M;
and there is a
W
-denable ; in M; ring embedding of R onto a subring of F with the
same dimension as F .
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Proof. For every nonzero r 2RM, the map x 7! rx, call it r , is an injective
W
-denable
endomorphism of hR;+i. It follows that rR is a W-denable subgroup of R of the same
dimension as R and therefore, by Lemma 2.6, rR is open in R. By Lemma 2.8, r
and its compositional inverse are continuous, hence r is an open map from R into
itself. If we now x an M-denable X  R containing V0(R) then rX contains an
open neighborhood of 0. Since this last fact is a rst order property of every nonzero
r 2RM, it holds for every r 2R. It follows that for any r; s2R the set rX \ sX contains
a nonzero element.
Let  be the standard equivalence relation on R  (Rnf0g) by which we dene
the fraction eld of R ((r1; s1)  (r2; s2) , r1s2 = s1r2;). Then, by the above, every
equivalence class has a representative in X X and the restriction of  to X (Xnf0g)
is obviously M-denable. We thus can dene the eld of fractions of R on X 
(X nf0g)= . If we x nonzero r0 2X then the map r 7! (rr0; r0)=  is a
W
-denable,
in M, embedding of R into F .
We comment that by [6, 7] the eld dened above is either real closed or alge-
braically closed of characteristic zero.
In the proofs of the following lemmas we make use of Theorem 3.6. However;
this is done only to simplify the proofs. It is possible that in some contexts where
an analogue of Theorem 4.4 does not hold it is still possible to dene elds using
similar arguments.
The lemma below is a strong version of Theorem 2:6 from [5].
Lemma 4.2. Let A be an innite M-denable abelian group and let S be an innite
M-denable family of denable endomorphisms of A; commuting pairwise. Assume
that no innite M-denable proper subgroup of A is invariant under S. Then A is
torsion free and there is an M-denable eld F whose underlying additive group is
hA;+i and hS;  i is M-denably embeddable in F.
Proof. Let R be the ring of endomorphisms of A generated by S. Since S is innite and
pairwise commuting R is a commutative
W
-denable, inM, ring of positive dimension.
By the minimality of A and the commutativity of R, the kernel of every nonzero
endomorphism  in R is a subgroup of A invariant under R and therefore must be
nite. It follows that (A) has full dimension in A and since it is also invariant under
S we have (A)=A. By Lemma 3.4, for every 2V0(R); (A)=A is torsion free,
thus has no nontrivial nite subgroups. We thus showed that every nonzero 2R is
an automorphism of A, and in particular, R is an integral domain. By Lemma 4.1, its
fraction eld F is interpretable in M.
For every ; 2R where  6=0, the element = of F denes an automorphism of A
(namely, −1). We therefore can embed hF;+i into A by xing some a2A and by
sending 2F to (a). By the minimality of A, this map is an isomorphism of hF;+i
and hA;+i. Note that hS;  i is W-denably embeddable in hR; i and hence also in F.
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Lemma 4.3. Let A be an innite M-denable abelian group with no innite M-
denable proper subgroups. Let S be an M-denable innite set of M-denable
endomorphisms of A (not necessarily pairwise commuting). Then there is an M-
denable eld whose additive group is M-denably isomorphic to A.
Proof. Let R be the ring of all M-denable endomorphisms of A. Since S  R, R is
a
W
-denable ring of positive dimension. By Lemma 3.5, hR;+i is torsion free. By
Theorem 3.6, there is a denable ring R1 of endomorphisms of A such that dim R1 =
dim R.
Given 2R1, let S be the center of the centralizer of  in R1. S is a denable set of
endomorphisms of A which commute pairwise. It is innite since n belongs to S for
every n2N. Clearly, A satises the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 and so we are done.
We are now ready to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.4. Let A; B be M-denable innite abelian groups; H(A; B) the group of
M-denable homomorphisms from A into B. Assume that dimH(A; B)>0 (equiva-
lently; there is an innite M-denable subset of H(A; B)). Then there is a eld
hK;+; i interpretable in M. Furthermore; there are M-denable subgroups B0 of B
and A1<A2 of A such that hK;+i is denably isomorphic; in M; to B0 and A2=A1.
Note that the theorem implies rather easily Theorem 1.1, where the underlying struc-
ture was not assumed to be saturated.
Proof. Let H =H(A; B)0. By Corollary 3.12, we may assume that A=A0 and therefore
that H(A; B) is torsion free.
Let A1 be the intersection of all kernels of s 2V0(H). By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, A=A1
is torsion free. Since H is M-connected, A1 can also be obtained as the intersection
of all kernels of elements in H .
H is denably isomorphic to a denable subgroup ofH(A=A1; B). Therefore we may
replace A by A=A1 and thus assume that A is torsion free and that for every a2A there
is 2H such that (a) 6=0.
Take A0 to be a minimal innite M-denable subgroup of A. Then by the above,
the collection of all 2H which vanish on A0 is a proper denable subgroup of H .
It follows that fjA0: 2Hg is an innite denable subgroup of H(A0; B), and hence
this last
W
-denable group is of positive dimension.
We again replace A by A0 and thus assume that A is minimal and torsion free. It
follows that every nonzero denable homomorphism whose domain is A is injective.
Fix any nonzero  in H and let B0 = (A). Then, since  is of innite (additive) order,
the group H1 of 0 2H such that 0(A)=B0 is an innite M-denable group (as it
contains all n, n2N). It follows that
f−1: ; 2H1g
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is an innite M-denable group of automorphisms of A. By Lemma 4.3, a eld is
denable in M whose additive group is M-denably isomorphic to hA;+i. Note that
since A and B0 are denably isomorphic the additive group of the eld is also denably
isomorphic to B0.
5. Some corollaries
We now list several corollaries of our previous results.
Corollary 5.1. Let G be an N-denable group which is not abelian-by-nite. Then
a eld is interpretable in G= hG; i.
Proof. We may assume that G is denably connected (in the sense of G). If G has
nite center, then by modding it out we may assume that G is centerless. Thus either
G has innite center or it is centerless. We may consider three possible cases.
Case 1: G has no innite denable normal abelian subgroup. In particular, by the
above assumption, G is centerless. By [3], G is a direct sum of G-denable, denably
simple subgroups. By [4], each of these denably simple groups is bi-interpretable with
a eld.
Case 2: G has an innite denable abelian normal subgroup, A, which is noncentral.
Since A is noncentral G=CG(A) is innite and therefore we have an innite denable
set of automorphisms of A. By Theorem 4.4, a eld is interpretable in G.
Case 3: G has an innite center. If G=Z(G) is nonabelian then we are done by
induction on dimension. We may assume then that G=Z(G) is abelian.
The commutator map (x; y) 7! xyx−1y−1 induces a bilinear mapping from G=Z(G)
G=Z(G) into Z(G). In particular, we obtain an innite denable set of homomorphisms
from G=Z(G) into Z(G). By Theorem 4.4, a eld is interpretable in G.
We note that the case where G is solvable and nonnilpotent was already handled in
Theorem 2:12 of [4].
Another corollary connects denable subgroups of a given group with the denability
of a eld.
Corollary 5.2. Let A be an innite; ;-denable abelian group inM. Assume that some
denable subgroup of A is not in acleq(;). Namely; there is an innite; M-denable
family of subgroups of A.
Then there is an M-interpretable eld whose additive group is isomorphic to
a quotient of two M-denable subgroups of A.
Proof. We prove the theorem by contradiction. Assume that no eld is interpretable
in M on a quotient of M-denable subgroups of A. Assume also that A has an innite
denable family of denable subgroups. We take such A of minimal dimension.
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Let F= fGa: ag be an innite M-denable family of subgroups of A and take A1
to be an innite denable subgroup of A which is minimal, i.e. has no proper innite
M-denable subgroups.
Consider the denable family of subgroups of A=A1, given by
F1 = fGa + A1:Ga 2Fg:
By our choice of A and since dim A=A1< dim A, the family F1 must be nite. There-
fore, there is an innite denable subfamily GF such that for every G1; G2 2G; G1+
A1 =G2 + A1. We denote this last subgroup by A2. By omitting, possibly, a single el-
ement of G we may assume that none of the groups in G contains A1.
By the minimality of A1, the family fG \A1:G 2Gg is a denable family of nite
groups. But then there is a bound on the size of these groups and their exponent. By
(TOR) there is a nite subgroup F A1 such that G \A1F for every G 2 G. We
can now replace A2 and A1 by A2=F and A1=F , respectively. We can also replace each
G 2G by (G+F)=F . We may assume then that for every G 2G; G \A1 = f0g. We x
one such G0 2 G and write A2 =G0  A1.
Given G 2G, G is easily seen to be the graph of a denable homomorphism from
G0 into A1. We have thus obtained an innite denable family of denable homomor-
phisms from G0 into A1. By Theorem 4.4, a eld is interpretable on a quotient of two
M-denable subgroups of G0, contradicting our assumption on A.
5.1. Denably compact groups
We now can deduce several results regarding denably compact groups in o-minimal
structures. We recall that a denable group G in N is called denably compact if
for every interval (a; b)N (where a; b2N [f1g) and every N-denable map
 : (a; b)!G the limit of (x) as x approaches a or b exist in G (where we take the
limit with respect to the group topology of G). Abelian varieties over algebraically
closed elds of characteristic zero are such.
We need to add one easy fact about denably compact groups: If G is a denably
compact group and H is a denable normal subgroup then G=H is denably compact
as well.
To see the above, in our context, note that since denable equivalence relations
have denable sets of representatives, every denable curve in G=H is the image of a
denable curve in G. The continuity of the projection map on G=H now implies the
result. See [5] for more on denably compact sets. In particular, it is noted there that
an innite eld is not denably compact.
In the statements below H(A; B) is taken with respect to the full structure N.
Corollary 5.3. Assume that A is a denably compact denable abelian group. Then
the following hold.
(i) For every denable abelian group B; dimH(A; B)= dimH(B; A)= 0. Namely;
there is no innite denable family of homomorphisms from A into B or vice
versa.
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(ii) Every denable subgroup of A is in acleq(;). Namely; there is no innite denable
family of subgroups of A.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 4.4, Corollary 5.2 and the fact that a quotient
of two denable subgroups of a denably compact group is again denably compact.
Corollary 5.4. Let G be a denably compact N-denable group. Then either G is
abelian-by-nite or G=Z(G) is semi-simple; i.e. has no innite abelian normal sub-
groups. In particular; if G is solvable then it is abelian-by-nite.
Proof. If G=Z(G) is not semi-simple then there is an innite normal subgroup N of
G such that Z(G)N and N=Z(G) is abelian. Just like in case (3) of the proof of
Corollary 5.1, a eld is denable on a quotient of two subgroups of N . However, this
quotient is denably compact while a eld is not. Contradiction.
Corollary 5.5. Let A; B; C be N-denable abelian groups; C denably compact; and
assume that h :B!C is an N-denable surjective homomorphism. The following
hold:
(i) For every f2H(A; B)0; hf :A!C is the zero map.
(ii) For every f2H(B; A)0; h(kerf)=C. I.e; kerf + ker h=B.
Proof. For (i) note that if it fails then the group H(A; C) has a nonzero dimension,
contradicting Corollary 5.3.
For (ii) Let f be in H(B; A)0 and assume that Kerf+ker h 6=B. Note rst that we
may replace A by f(B), and therefore assume that f is surjective. Let B1 =B=kerf,
C1 =B=(kerf+ker h), and consider the natural projection map h1 :B1!C1. Note that
C1 is denably compact.
Let H1 = fg2H(B; A)0: kerf ker gg. Then, since f2H1 and H(B; A) is torsion-
free, dim (H1)>0. Every nonzero map in H1 induces a denable nonzero homomor-
phism from B1 into A hence dimH(B1; A)>0. But B1 and A are denably
isomorphic, hence so are H(A; B1)0 and H(B1; A)0. If we now take a denable iso-
morphism f1 :A!B1 in H(A; B1)0 then, h1f1 6=0, contradicting (i).
Lemma 5.6. Let A; B be N-denable abelian groups; H(A; B) the group of
N-denable homomorphisms from A into B. Let A1 be a denably compact sub-
group of A which is denable in N. Then for every 2H(A; B)0; A1 ker .
Proof. Consider the restriction map  7! jA1. It is a continuous denable map from
H(A; B) into H(A1; B), which therefore maps H(A; B)0 into a connected subgroup of
H(A1; B)0. By Corollary 5.3, H(A1; B)0 = f0g, hence the restriction map is constantly
zero.
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5.2. Injective elements in H(A; B)
Proposition 5.7. Let A; B be denable abelian groups in M. Let I(A; B) be the den-
able injective homomorphisms from A into B. If I(A; B)\H(A; B)0 is nonempty then
it is an open subset of H(A; B)0 and the zero map lies in its topological closure. In
particular; H(A; B) is then denable.
Proof. The theorem could probably be proved using determinants of matrices over
a real closed eld, in some cases where N is an expansion of a real closed eld.
However, the following proof does not make any assumption on the existence of a
denable eld.
LetH =H(A; B)0:
5.2.1. I(A; B) is open in H
Let NI be the collection of noninjective maps in H . We will show that NI is closed
in H , or more precisely, that every f2H has an open neighborhood U H such that
NI\U is closed in U .
By Lemma 5.6, we may assume that A contains no denably compact subgroups,
for otherwise every 2H is noninjective.
We may assume that there is someN-denable open set U Nr such that 02U A
and that the group topology agrees with the topology induced on U by Nr . Take D1U
to be an N-denable open and bounded box containing 0, such that its closure is still
contained in U . Let D be the boundary of D1.
Fix f2H . We may also assume that the topology which H induces on a neigh-
borhood of f2H agrees with the product topology on Nk . (A neighborhood of f is
denably homeomorphic to a neighborhood of a generic point in H and this can be
equipped with the Nk -topology.) Hence, there is an N-denable closed and bounded
box S Nk containing Vf(H), which is a subset of H and such that the topology of
H agrees with the Nk -topology on S.
The set
T = f(; x)2 S  D: x=0g
is closed by continuity and clearly bounded. Therefore, its projection on S, T1, is closed
(and bounded).
Since 0 =2D, for 2T1; ker() 6=0. On the other hand, if 2Vf(H) is noninjective
then its kernel is not denably compact and therefore cannot be contained in the closure
of D1 (which is denably compact). By connectedness arguments, ker() must intersect
D and therefore  is in T1. We showed that the collection of noninjective elements in
Vf(H) equals T1 \Vf(H), which is a closed set.
5.2.2. The zero map of H(A; B) lies in the topological closure of I(A; B)
The proof goes by induction on dim A.
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Let  be an M-denable injective homomorphism in H(A; B)0. Since torsion ele-
ments of A are in the kernel of every element of H(A; B)0; A is torsion free and hence
connected. Dene B1 = (A) and consider the group H1 of all 2H(A; B)0 such that
(A)B1. H1 is a denable subgroup of H(A; B1), but this last group is torsion free,
hence H1 is connected and so it is contained in H(A; B1)0. We showed therefore that
2H(A; B1)0.
Assume now that 0 does not lie in the topological closure of I(A; B). Then clearly,
the same is true for H(A; B1). Namely, it is sucient to prove the theorem in the case
where A and B are denably isomorphic, or equivalently when A=B.
We now denote by NI the noninjective elements of H(A; A). If every 2NI is a
nilpotent element of the ring H(A; A) then NI forms an ideal. Since we assume that
it contains an open set around 0 this ideal has full dimension in H(A; A)0. Since it is
denable it must equal H(A; A)0, contradicting the assumption that I(A; A)\
H(A; B)0 6= ;.
We therefore have at least one noninjective 2H(A; A) which is not nilpotent.
By replacing it with n for large enough n we may assume that ker \ Im = f0g,
therefore A can be decomposed to
A=A1  A2
for some denable A1; A2 of positive dimension.
Let  be an injective element of H(A; A)0, and let
A01 = (A1);
A02 = (A2):
Note that A01 \A02 = f0g, therefore A=A01  A02.
The elements of H(A; A) can be identied with the matrices of the form

11 12
21 22

;
where ij 2H(Ai; A0j):
As jAi 2H(Ai; A0i)0, the groups H(Ai; A0i)0; i=1; 2, each contain an injective ele-
ment. We can now apply the induction hypothesis to H(A1; A01) and H(A2; A
0
2), and
deduce that the zero elements in these two groups lie in the topological closure of the
injective elements.
We consider now an element  of H(A; A) the form

11 0
0 22

;
where ii is injective in H(Ai; A0i); i=1; 2.
As 11 and 22 approach 0 2H(A1; A01) and 02H(A2; A02), respectively, the injective
element  approaches zero in H(A; A).
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We showed that if H(A; B)0 contains an injective element then 0 lies in the topo-
logical closure of I(A; B). By Lemma 3.7, H(A; B) is denable then.
Question. Under the above assumptions, is I(A; B) dense in H(A; B)0?
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